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Quarterly Examination September 2014 

Language Paper B English Paper -I 

1 (i) d) out line of face 2 (i) a) joyous 

  (ii) c) well known   (ii) d) disrespect 

  (iii) d) well learned ability   (iii) b) modern 

  (iv) c) happy   (iv) c) clean 

  (v) c) joy   (v) b) comedy 

Part-II         

  3 d. Charted Account       

  4 The colour of your Hair is the same as that of the Hare 

  5 freight train       

  6 b. cream       

  7 b. medium       

  8 b. Ig-noble       

  9 b. workout       

  10 a. Ag/ri/cul/ture-4   b.as/tro/no/my-4   c. in/side-2   d.mu/sic-2 

  11 a. speak       

  12 any relevant answer can be given marks     

  13 The construction of his building has been come well 

  14 a. Very few students failed in their maths paper   

Section II           

  15 a. he will continue his education in the university   

  16 c. SVOA       

  17 b. have I?       

  18 c. taller       

  19 c. Answer are more difficult than questions   

  20 b. As soon as       

  21 b. Speak       

  22 a. an       

  23 b. on harvesting       

  24 a. in       

Part II         

  25 the tired old man was unable to go any further and he returned home 

  26 
The flowers from the garden were colleted by the gardener and he sold them in the 
market 

  27 
The teacher said to the boys, " You must attend the special class tomarrow Don't 
forget it." 

  28 if it rains I shall get wet       

  29 Teresa is fatter than Joy       

  30 " I'll never see her again" ,Celin tought.     
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Section III       

  31 The beggar was one of the richest men in Europe. He was Baron Hausbeg. 

  32 hughie was poor, he was not making money   

  33 Music is Internal and Hidden object, Astronomy is a study of external object and visible 

  34 Accuring knowledge and character are the two fold duty to be acquired by students 

  35 Gokhale consider student life a happy period    

  36 Metropolis is a very large city       

  37 due to water shortage there would be tensioncan lead the world to violence 

Part 
II         

  38 relevant para       

Section IV  Memory Poem       

If you can dream and not make dreams your master : with loughter when she found us soon 

If you can think and not make thoughts your aim: 
 

Each laid on other a staying hand 

if you can meet with triumph and disaster: 
  

To listen ere we dared to look 

And treat those two impostors just the same: 
  

And in the hush we joined to make 

If you can force your heart, and nerve, and sinew   We heard, we knew we heard the brook. 

Part 
II         

  40 a. Geode is a spherical rock   45 Small  Smiles  Sings 

  41 b. crystal   46 Onamatoepia 

  42 c. me refers to child   47 
Like pearls - simile    a silver blade - 
Metaphor 

  43 d. triumph and disaster   48 a,b,a,b 

  44 e. The well in the front of the house   49 me- see 

Part 
IV         

  49 relevant para       

Section V       

  50 1. Petrol and Diesal hike and fuel shortage     

    2. Bicyle is small, convenient  and easy to travel, which is often held up in a trafic jam 

    3. Yes, No pollution it does not produce noise or smoke 

    4. cycling is good exercise it helps to muscles and keeps us fit 

    5. bicycle does not require fuel, no polution and convenient 

  51 a. My uncle is the richest man in the village 52.                  a. Hospital  

    b. Kumar's father is an MLA 
 

                          b. 5 person 

    c. A bunch of key were found in my box                           c. Nurse 

    d. If I were a bird I would fly 
 

                          d. He is ill 

    e. As I was ill I was not able to attend the class(or)                         e. wall clock 

     I was ill So I was not able to attend the class   
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